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Cobrain, Dave, NMENV; Wear, Benjamin, NMENV
[EXT] Cannon Restoration Status and PFCs

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Good morning Gabe. I'm dedicating some time today to address Cannon restoration. Status regarding the Restoration
Program at Cannon:
I've been informed by the AFCEC contracting officer regarding the FT008 Supplemental RFI contract that the
work plan and the acquisition of the additional borings called out in the NOD dated 21 Jun 18 letter is out of the
current contract scope of work. This means I'm going to have to plan and program this requirement to be
executed on a separate contract, as of this time I have no contracting vehicle to execute the work required. In
order to get a contract in place it will take some time; Planning and Programming, Request for Proposal,
contract acquisition, etc. I'll prepare an extension request with the referenced justification and send that out
today or tomorrow morning. I'll be requesting 12 months as procuring a contract vehicle to execute can take
substantial time.
I'm overseeing the preparation of "staffing packages" for the "2018 GWM and Landfill Inspection" and "Revised
SD012, SD017, and SD020 RFI" reports. Both of these reports will require a Command signature transmittal
letter.
I'll be receiving the requested replacement pages, etc. for the SWMU 109/AT109 "Status Report", prepare a
transmittal letter and get that out to you tomorrow. I'll be preparing a transmittal letter and get the TU504
replacement pages to you next week as well.
Cannon PFC Status:
Sample acquisition for the off-base sampling effort under the expanded SI work has been completed, I have the
validated data packages. I'll be sending you the data packages as well as a map of the locations and cone. levels
within the potential contaminate zone {PCZ) by COB today. They will also be sent to Miss Hunter and Dennis
McQuillan. They will have to be sent via AMRDEC due to potential PII being recognized by our computer system.
The expanded SI effort is ongoing this week. Contractors are re-sampling all six monitoring wells that had the
cones. exceeding the LHA for validation/verification purposes.
A submitted an application to the NM OSE to install one monitoring well downgradient from impacted wells
MW-Ga and Pa, the well will be utilized for PFC sampling only. I'll forward a copy of the construction diagram
and lithological log for your record once installed. I anticipate work to begin on this scope of the expanded SI
late November.
We have the approval on the current expanded SI contract to initiate "interim corrective measures" on the areas
where we had the detects exceeding the LHA; two above ground centralized storage tanks as well as one
residence. Installation of point of entry filtration systems.

Give me a call if you need any clarification or additional information. As you are aware, the off-site PFC impact is
gathering a great deal of attention throughout the community as well as the Air Force. Things are moving fast so feel
free to contact me so I can keep you in the loop. I do not mind phone calls to my personnel cell if needed. Sheen
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Sheen T. Kottkamp GS-12
Environmental Program Manager/Scientist
Kirtland ISS, AFCEC/CZO

505-846-7674
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